
“The Qwickly Support team
has been nothing but helpful
since we became a licensee.”

SCOTT BLANKS
Director, Center for Teaching
and Learning

Located in Columbia, South Carolina
A Private, HBCU with about 2000
Students Enrolled.
Established in 1870.

BENEDICT COLLEGE

With Qwickly Attendance Pro's enrollment
verification feature, schools can capture
semester-based reports to verify whether
students are attending class. Institutions
like Benedict College often require
verification that students are attending
class regularly for various reasons,
including determining eligibility for financial
aid distribution. In Blanks' case he states,
"We are using the enrollment verification
feature which we absolutely love it. It is
exactly what we were looking for to identify
who was coming to those first three weeks
of class for financial aid purposes." 
This process typically involves instructors
completing documentation above and
beyond daily attendance. Benedict College
is specifically focused on the first three
weeks of class but the process is still the
same.

S O L U T I O N S

In hopes of finding a more robust
attendance-taking tool than one built into
Canvas, Scott Blanks came across Qwickly
with a simple web search. Looking for
something with more reporting capabilities
than the Learning Management System had
to offer, he is excited to say he found all he
was looking for in Qwickly Attendance Pro.

W H Y  Q W I C K L Y ?

QWICKLY
WWW.GOQWICKLY.COM

Established a solution to
meet pain points they didn't
even know were pain points.
Found a solution that was
easy for instructors to
implement in their
classrooms.

ACH I EVEMENT

Locate a powerful
attendance tool to help
decipher who is attending
class and who is not to
assist with financial aid
funding.

GOAL

A T  A  G L A N C E



S O L U T I O N S  ( C O N T . )

START A FREE TRIAL OF QWICKLY
ATTENDANCE PRO TODAY!

www.goqwickly.com/attendance-pro/#trial

I M P A C T
Scott Blanks and his team have been using Qwickly Attendance Pro since
August 2021 and have found it extremely helpful for enrollment verification
purposes and just attendance-taking in general. Blanks stated that he has
begun implementing different modes of attendance-taking daily in his
classroom. Appreciative of how our development team has been working
extremely hard to fulfill the needs of Benedict College, Blanks can say he will
be a Qwickly Client for years to come!

"Some features are so versatile: I have been
using the save, schedule, and send feature for
athletic reports as well as enrollment
verification."

SCOTT BLANKS
Director, Center for Teaching and Learning
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Instructors complete the Enrollment Verification form by selecting "has
attended" or "has not attended" for each student in class. After this has all
been done, the reports are ready to be sent out. But Blanks wanted more. He
came to Qwickly's development team and they added one extra step to save
even more time. Now administrators have the ability to save, schedule, and
send these reports, guaranteeing these reports will be delivered to the
administrators on the date they are needed. Administrators simply will go into
Qwickly and add in the dates, time, and emails these reports need to be sent
to, saving time and frustration.


